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存优化模型及其超额利润分配模型进行扩展，建立了 N 级库存优化模型和 N 级
库存优化后的超额利润分配模型，同时又对该 N 级模型的最佳链长、节点企业























Following the research approach of single-echelon inventory and by using the 
traditional EOQ model, a multi-echelon inventory model in supply chain is 
established and solved in this dissertation. 
First of all, the inventory optimization model is built for three-echelon supply 
chain with core enterprise. It was assumed that each finished product is made up of 
several kinds of raw materials. The order cost, storage cost and stock-out cost are 
considered comprehensively in each echelon and the transportation cost is taken into 
account properly. Then, a three-echelon inventory model is built to minimize all the 
cost to achieve optimal order timing and optimal order quantity and compared with 
the exiting three-echelon inventory model. Meanwhile, the outcome of the model and 
the optimization result of EOQ model used by the enterprises in each node along 
supply chain are compared and a reasonable apportion model is built for excess profits 
obtained by the inventory optimization. 
Based on the previous research, the three-echelon optimization model and the 
three-echelon profit apportion model are extended to an N-echelon inventory 
optimization model and its profit apportion model. After that, the problem that 
whether the optimal length of supply chain, enterprise in each node and the original 
N-echelon supply chain should be integrated is discussed. 
Verified by a set of real data, the main results show that three-echelon inventory 
optimization is more effective than both single-echelon and two-echelon inventory 
optimization. With the assumption that the relationship between market demand and 
the price of product is linear under some certain conditions, the optimal demand with 
the optimal price which can bring out the lowest overall inventory cost and the highest 
profit together is gained by adjusting the price using exhaustive method.  
Finally, the deficiencies existing and the further study are presented. 
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20 世纪 50 年代直接从 Physical Distribution 翻译过来的，当时译为“物的流通”。




















仓库管理”。1985 年，CLM 将物流的名称从“Physical Distribution”更改为
“Logistics”，把物流定义为：“以满足顾客需要为目的，对货物、服务及相关信
息从起源地到消费地的有效率、有效益的流动和储存进行计划、执行和控制的过
程”。1991 年，世界市场由买方市场主导，CLM 将 1985 年定义中的“原料、在
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